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ABSTRACT

A set of necessary conditions for performing scaled rock dynamics ex-
periments is derived from the conservation equations of continuum mechanics.
Performing scaled experiments in two different materials is virtually impos-
sible because of the scaling restrictions imposed by two equations of state.
However, performing dynamically scaled experiments in the same material is
possible if time and distance use the same scaling factor and if the effects of
gravity are insignificant. When gravity becomes significant, dynamic scaling
is no longer possible. To illustrate these results, example calculations of
megaton and kiloton experiments are considered.

INTRODUCTION

Scaling concepts have been extensively used in the design of nuclear ex-
periments. This use has been due to both the previous lack of theoretical
models and the relatively large cost of obtaining full-scale experimental in-
formation. A variety of scaling criteria have been proposed for both under-
ground cavity productionl,2 and cratering experiments.1,3-9 These proposed
scaling criteria have been vigorously debated and frequently confusion has
existed about the importance of: (1) high explosive versus nuclear sources;
(2) rock equation of state and other material properties; 3 gravity; and
(4) water content of the rock.

The numerical simulation of nuclear rock dynamic experiments has
recently been shown to fairly successfully predict the dimensions of cavities
and craters. 0, 1 1 The numerical codes SOC 10 and'TENSOR1 I have been used
for these simulations, and their accuracy presently appears to be limited only
by the accuracy of the description of the rock properties.

To investigate scaling, the SOC and TENSOR equations are considered
here. Using these equations, an algebraic analysis is performed to obtain a
set of necessary conditions which must be satisfied for similar solutions of the
equations. The necessary conditions for similar solutions are also the neces-
sary conditions for scaled experiments. Some example SOC calculations are
described here which verify the necessary conditions for similar solutions.

I. THE SOC AND TENSOR EQUATIONS 

The SOC and TENSOR equations consider the same physics; their appar-
ent differences are due to the differences in the expression of the generalized
coordinate operators (divergence and gradient) in one-dimensional spherical
(SOC) and two-dimensional cylindrical (TENSOR) geometries. These codes
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start with a set of initial conditions and descriptions of the rock properties and
integrate, with respect to time, the conservation equations of continuum me-
chanics. 12 Since SOC and TENSOR are cast in the Lagrangian form, mass is
implicitly conserved. The momentum equation considers both the stress
tensor, which is composed of an isotropic and a deviatoric part, and gravity.
Velocities obtained from the momentum equation are integrated with respect
to time to obtain displacements. From the velocities and displacement,
strain rates are calculated; and stresses are obtained from Hooke's Law. The
energy equation considers work done by the total stress tensor. Equations of
state for the pressure as a function of the compression and/or energy of a
zone may be used for each material region under consideration. For brevity,
only the SOC equations are considered here.

The SOC Equations (notation in Appendix A)

Moment au 1 G 4 aK + 4K� + 
��' at _P R _R

Displacement: bR Uat

Deviatoric Strain Rate: I U au
2 FRR

Hooke's Law for Deviatoric Stress Rate: aK P ru au 2
at UR FRI

Energy: aE = 4 Kk - P aV = 4 K2 e' P av
at 3 Y p V0 at 3 'O V0 at

Equation of State: P a +a 71 +a Ti2+ . +b E +b E 2 +. + c rjE
1 2 1 2 1

+ c 772E2 +.
2

In SOC, any function or table of pressure versus compression and/or
energy may be used for the equation of state. A simple polynomial function
is considered here merely for illustrative purposes.

II. DERIVATION OF THE SIMILAR CONDITIONS

To obtain the necessary conditions for similar solutions, the SOC equa-
tions are now examined. The approach used her? is more laborious but more
systematic than either the Vaschy-Buckingham 7 3 or the dimensional analysis
method,14 to which it is equivalent.15

It is assumed that two experiments, denoted by a set of unprimed and
primed variables respectively, can be adequately simulated by SOC and
TENSOR. Dimensionless parameters which are denoted by the subscript are
formed for ALL of the variables as the ratio of unprimed to primed variables.

Derivatives with respect to distance and time for an arbitrary dependent
variable = o0') in the two experiments are related by:

80 'go 8 R' 1 a 0
FRR Tr - FR _R0_ FRR r

where Ro = R/ R'
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a = o at, = I a�
'UT TTI ,-�-t to at,

where to = t/tI. With these relationships, an unprimed SOC momentum equa-
tion may be written in terms of a primed momentum equation:

aut -to I PO ap, K 4 KI K 0 4KI t090 I
7 TF TRRT + Ro' aRT + RO R + U 9a IT U000 0

if

t0 P0 t 0K0 tA
=1, 1, and

U 010 0 R0 U000 R 0 U 0

the primed and unprimed momentum equations are similar. The SOC momen-
tum equation thus imposes these three conditions on the dimensionless scaling
parameters for the two experiments.

Applying the same technique to the remaining SOC equations, a set of
necessary cnditions for similar solutions is obtained. With minor algebraic
manipulations and omitting redundant conditions, the following complete set of
seven necessary conditions is obtained:

t0P0

U R0 00

(2) P 0=Ko"o All "pressure-like" variables must use the
same scaling factor.

t A
(3) U

0

t 0U0
(4) R

0

U0
(5) - 0 R0

P0
(6)

E 0TI0

(7) Polynomial equation of state:

a 0 a lorio a 20 -0 2
- = 1, = 1, = 1, etc.
P 0 P 0 P0

2
b 10 E0 b 20 Eo� = , = 1, etc.

P 0 P0

c 71 E c r? 210 0 0 20 1, 1, etc.
P0 P 0
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The two-dimensional TENSOR equations introduce the following condi-
tions: (1) the R and Z (radial and axial) distances must use the same scaling
factor; 2 the radial and axial velocities must use the same scaling factor;
(3) all strains scale the same; and 4) all stresses scale the same. The com-
plete three-dimensional equations impose the condition that the same scaling
factors must be used for all three dimensions.

III. SCALING EXPERIMENTS IN THE SAME SOLID MATERIAL

The necessary conditions 7 impose such stringent conditions on the
ratios of equation-of-state parameters that scaling in two different solid ma-
terials is nearly impossible. However, if the two experiments are performed
in the same material, a very general equation of state imposes no restrictions
in addt-ion to those imposed by an unrealistically simple equation of state.
These conditions are: P = I 

0 0 0

When the same material is being considered, 770 = I implies th t po = .
Then, uing to/Ro 1/U from condition 4) in condi ion (1) gives U = 
i. e., velocities must be he same. This criterion is physically reasonable if
one considers that P and pU2 are both energies per unit volume. The strain
rate is a change in length per unit length per unit time, eo = R/Roto = 1/to.
Using eo = 1/to and rj = conditions (5) and (1) in Section II are essentially
the same.

Thus, for two experiments in the same material, the seven necessary
conditions found in Section II may be written as:

P0 rl0= = 0 K0 /lo = I

R0 t0

t090 I or R 090 1

The condition Ro = to means that time and distance must scale the same,
and is sometimes referred to as dynamic scaling.

When gravity cannot be neglected, togo = must be satisfied; and gQ = I
for two "earth-bound" experiments. If go = then to = . With to = I it is
required that R = However, R = I means that dimensions in the two ex-
periments are identical; and scaled experiments are not possible when gravity
is significant. This lack of ynamic similarity when gravity becomes signifi-
cant was demonstrated by Galilei, 16 and is illustrated in the following sections
for rock mechanics experiments.

A pertinent scaling question is whether a -kiloton experiment can be
used to scale a -megaton experiment. In the next two sections, SOC calcula-
tions which simulate two sets of kiloton (primed) and megaton (unprimed) ex-
periments are considered: (1) Normal depth of burial - working point located
at 100 (kt)1/3 meters from the surface -normal cavity formation experiments;
and 2) deeply buried - working point location at 400 (kt) 3 meters from the
surface - deep cavity formation experiments.

In these sections, it is supposed that both the kiloton and megaton exper-
iments are conducted in tuff. An actual equation of state and the associated
material parameters which were obtained for a tuff from the Nevada Test Site
is used (Figs. la, b, and c and Table I). This tuff equation of state is more
complicated than a polynomial, and depends on the variables of density, stress,
and rigidity modulus. Because = K = go I are already imposed by the
scaling conditions, this equation of state imposes no new scaling conditions.
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Fig. 1. (a) Pressure versus Mu (plpo) - loading curve for competent tuff
equation of state. Insert shows low-pressure portion of the competent
curve and the curve used for crushed material. (b) Pressure versus
Mu for gas for low pressures. The effective ratio of specific heats Y
has been calculated using adiabatic expansion from the P-Mu curve,
and is also shown. (c) Maximum deviatoric stress versus mean
stress for both consolidated and crushed material.

Table I. Equation-of-state parameters for tuff used in SOC calculations.

Initial density, po 2.1 g/cm3

Poisson's ratio, a 0.25

Bulk modulus, calculated from local slope of P-Mu curve (Fig. la).
Between and 2 K, k = 66 Kb.

Rigidity modulus, = 3 k (1-2a)
Y I Ta

Deviatoric stress is limited by the local limiting value, K"m, found in the
K-P curve, Fig. Ic for both consolidated and crushed material.

For K K lim and P < 5 Kb, the crushed P-Mu curve in Fig. la is used.

Gas P-Mu is given in Fig. lb where the effective specific heat ratio, 'Y is
also shown.

Elastic P-Mu curve, Fig. la, is used until a maximum value of Mu, (MuX),
is reached and unloading starts. If MuX > .5, a Gruenisen type of r, which
is dependent on MuX is used to calculate the pressure during unloading. This
effectively results in a series of unloading P-Mu curves which give higher
pressures than the Fig. la curve.
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The examples in the next sections show that when gravity is negligible, exper-
iments DO dynamically scale when this general equation of state is used.

It is convenient to start rock dynamics calculations at the time when
vaporization is completed. This time, which is yield-dependent, is of the
order of a few tens of microseconds after nuclear time and is taken to be
lizero-time" for all of both the megaton and kiloton calculations considered
here. At this "zero-timet' the calculations assume that the total energy yield
is homogeneously contained within the vaporized region. Butkovich,7 indicates
that the radius oi vaporization, Rv� for I kt in tuff is approximately 220 cm
and that RV scales as the cube root of the energy yield. If RV = R (E/EI)173
and if the energy is homogeneously distributed over Rv� then the necessary
condition Eo = I is satisfied.

Using Rv = 220 cm, El = I kt and E = Mt, RV = 2200 cm. Therefore,
the distance scaling factor is = R/R = 0, and the time scaling factor is
to = R = . These initial con itions are used in the following kiloton-megaton
SOC calculations that are outlined in Table II.

(When radiation is included in the SOC energy equation, it can be shown
that radiation mean free paths and dimensions must use the SAME scaling
factor.18 Thus, when radiation is significant, dynamic scal�ingisFnearly im-
possible. The initially vaporized, homogenous, energy source region assumed
here is a useful approximation; however, it is not presently known how closely
this approximates reality. 

Table II. Initial conditions for SOC calculations

Total Energy RV Rsur
Name (kt) (m) (m) Gravity

Section IV. Normally buried cavity production calculations:

4-K-O 1 2.2 100 No
4-M-0 1000 22 1000 No
4-K-g 1 2.2 100 Yes
4-M-g 1000 22 1000 Yes

Section V. Deeply buried cavity production calculations:

5-K-O 1 2.2 400 No
5-M-O 1000 22 4000 No
5-K-g 1 2.2 400 Yes
5-M-g 1000 22 4000 Yes

Between R = and R = R the vapor rad ' the gas P-Mu curve (Fig. lb) is
used with initial energy/volume = 094 X on mb, pressure = 12 mb, and
.density = 21 g/cm3.

Between R = RV and R = Rur� the free surface, initially competent tuff (Figs.
la, Ic and Table II) is used with initial density - 21. Initial pressure is
either zero or overburden pressure when gravity is considered.

IV. SCALING OF NORMAL CAVITY EXPERIMENTS

Results of the SOC calculations are considered here for experiments
with depths of burial of 100 m (for kt) and 1000 m (for Mt) (Table II).
Figures 2a, b, and c show pressure versus distance from the kiloton SOC
calculation at times of 5, 15, and 33 msec, respectively. These same figures
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Fig. 2 Pressure versus distance for the normally buried kiloton and megaton
SOC calculations respectively at: (a) and 50 msec; (b) 15 and 150
msec; and (c) 33 and 330 msec.

also show the results of the megaton calculation at times (note: time scaling
factor t0 = 10, Section III) of 50, 150, and 330 msec, respectively. Theradial
distances in Figs. 2 represent 1/10 of the actual radial distance for the mega-
ton results (distance scaling factor R � 10, sec Section III)."

Figure 2a shows that at and 50 msec the SOC results are identical, and
hence the experiments scale. However, Figs. 2b and c indicate that the re-
sults diverge at later times when the shock is nearing the surface. The rea-
son for this divergence at later times is attributed to the presence of over-
burden pressures which are no longer negligible in the region behind the shock
in the megaton calculation. From the megaton calculation, the ratios of over-
burden pressure to pressure behind the shock (see Figs. 2 at 50, 150, and 330
msec is approximately 0.1, 0.5, and 1.0, respectively. The ratios of over-
burden pressure to pressure behind the shock from the kiloton calculation at
5, 15, and 33 msec are approximately an order of magnitude less than the
above ratios. Hence, the kiloton calculation is virtually independent of gravity
until the shock reaches the surface (at about 38 msec).

In the following, whenever the kiloton and megaton results are shown to-
gether, this same technique of plotting at real values of time and distance for
the kiloton results and at real time and distance values divided by 10 for the
megaton results is used. Since Po = UO = po = K = this plotting technique
results in identical curves for the flow variables as long as the solutions are
similar; that is, as long as the xperiments scale.
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To verify that gravity acting in the megaton calculation is what causes
the loss of similarity, two additional SOC calculations which used the accelera-
tion of gravity set to zero are also shown in Figs. 2 These no-gravity calcu-
lations continued to give identical solutions until they were terminated. There-
fore, extraneous calculational errors are not causing the observed lack of

similarity. In Figs. 2 the calculations without gravity are seen to agree
closely with the kiloton gravity calculation.

In Figs. 3a and 3b the maximum mean pressure and max .imum particle
velocity, respectively, are plotted versus radial distance. It can be seen that
by assuming dynamic scaling to hold, reasonable estimates can be made for
maximum pressures and particle velocities in normally buried cavity experi-
ments. The actual slopes of the scaled points depends on the equation of state
of the material.

1000
9 4-M-g I Mt n -3

1004-K-9 I kt
n -2

(4-M-o 1, Mt = 
_Y 100 4-K o 1 kt = 

Identical solutions
lo-,

u

10 
n 2 0

> 10-2 
_.Y nU na)

I 0 

n 3 10-3

n -3 n -2
0. 1

10-4 (b)
1.0 10 100 1000

R/RV

Fig. 3 (a) Maximum pressure versus distance for normally buried kiloton
and megaton SOC calculations. (b) Maximum particle velocity versus
distance for normally buried kiloton and megaton SOC calculations.

After the shock reaches the surface, a rarefraction wave moves back
toward the cavity and relieves the pressures in the material between the cavity
and the surface. This rarefraction wave travels at approximately local sound
velocity in the tuff, and reaches the kiloton and megaton cavities at approxi-
mately 80 and 800 msec r espectively. After the rarefraction wave releases
pressures in the mound above the cavity, the cavity may continue to expand
until cavity pressure is reduced to a value as low as overburden pressure.
Because overburden pressure in the megaton calculation is ten times over-
burden in the kiloton calculation, scaling of the two calculations degenerates
when the cavity pressures approach overburden pressures.
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However, the late-time cavity pressure need not decrease to overburden
pressure. The late-time cavity growth and pressure depends directly on the
relatively little-known properties of the material which immediately surrounds
the cavity at late times. At late times, deviatoric stresses can develop in the
material immediately surrounding the cavity. These stresses can inhibit
cavity growth, and enable the cavity to sustain pressures considerably above
overburden. Such material properties as: improved equations of state (par-
ticularly for the cavity gas and the elted regions); yield strength criteria;
pressure unloading of the yielded material; stress-strain relations for the
yielded material; and in situ values for the elastic moduli of both the compe-
tent and the failed mat7erials are examples of properties which become signifi-
cant for determination of the final cavity size. More complete information
about material properties will enable better prediction of the final cavity size.

Figures 4 and show the radii and pressure of the cavities versus time
from the kiloton and megaton SOC calculations with gravity. SOC is a one-
dimensional calculation, and its validity for times after the shock reaches the
surface is questionable. However, a one-dimensional calculation overesti-
mates the effect of the rarefraction; and SOC indicates an earlier release of
cavity pressure, a lower final cavity pressure, and a larger final cavity size
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Fig. 4 (a) Cavity radius versus time for the normally buried kiloton and
megaton SOC calculations with gravity. (b) Expanded time scale
showing identical solutions at early times.
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Fig. 5. (a) Cavity pressure versus time for the normally buried kiloton and
megaton SOC calculations with gravity. (b) Expanded time scale
showing identical solutions at early times.

than is actually expected in three dimensions. Thus, Fig. indicates that the
cavity pressure in the megaton cavity could remain at 25 times overburden
pressure at late times of second.

V. SCALING OF DEEPLY BURIED CAVITY EXPERIMENTS

This section considers SOC calculations of the kiloton and the megaton
experiments with depths of burial of 400 and 4000 meters respectively Table
II).
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Figures 6a, b, c, and d show the pressure versus distance at times of
1, 10, 50, and 150 rnsec. from the kiloton, and at times of 10, 100, 500, and
1500 msec from the egaton calculation. These calculations indicate the
tendency for the pressure in front of the cavity and behind the shock to "seek"
overburden pressures.

The results from a kiloton and a megaton SOC calculation without gravity,
also shown in Figs. 6 are identical throughout.

Figures 7a and b show respectively the peak pressure and peak over-
pressure versus distance from the working point. These figures indicate that
predictions of peak pressure, which are based on scaling, can be substantially
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Fig. 6 Pressure versus distance for the deeply buried kiloton and megaton
SOC calculations respectively at: (a) and 10 msec; (b) 10 and
100 msec; (c) 50 and 500 msec; and (d) 015 and 15 sec.
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Fig. 7 (a) Maximum pressure versus distance for deeply buried kiloton and
megaton SOC calculations. (b) Maximum over ressure versus dis-
tance for deeply buried kiloton and megaton SOC calculations.

in error for deeply buried experiments where overburden is large. However,
the peak overpressure does sc. ale reasonably well. Figure indicates that
peak velocities can also be reasonably estimated by assuming scaling.
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Fig. 8. Maximum particle velocity versus distance for deeply buried kiloton
and megaton SOC calculations.
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APPENDIX A-NOTATION

a, a,, a2j bij b2 coefficients in equation of state

e strain

9 acceleration of gravity

K deviatoric stress

P pressure

R radial distance

t time

v velocity

V volume

V 0 initial volume

E energy/initial volume

T7 compression

/I rigidity modulus

P density

Generally the subscript zero (0) refers to dimensionless scaling parameters.
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